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I. INTRODUCTION
Considerable effort and funding is spent on heavy ion accelerator tests of memories for single event upset (SEU).
Test results are commonly presented as an upset cross section curve -the upset cross section (number of measured upsets per unit fluence) vs. effective LET (the ion's LET divided by the cosine of the angle with which the beam strikes the front face of the chip). Understanding the shape of these measured curves is important for two reasons. First, it gives insight into the basic mechanism of SEU. Secondly, the measured curves are used to assess and predict memory vulnerabilities in the space environment. However, there is no general and complete model of the shape of an upset cross section curve which accounts for the various statistical phenomena associated with the energy deposition process and the response of an array of memory cells.
Under the assumption that all cells within a memory are identical, SEU measurements made with monoenergetic ion beams might be expected to produce a cross section curve which is a step function. In this simple description, the transition point from zero to the maximum cross section corresponds to the effective LET which generates just enough charge in the sensitive volume to cause a bit to change state.
However, experimental results show that the transition to the charge variations altogether [4] . This model is based on assuming the cell has a range of collection depths, which leads to the concept of an LETdependent sensitive volume size.
In addition to this disagreement concerning the basic cause of the shape of the cross section curve, there are other factors involved in SEU tests which further complicate the interpretation of data. It has sometimes been observed that when simultaneously changing the ion beam and angle of incidence, different upset cross sections are measured even though the effective LET is the same for the two situations [5, 6] . Several conflicting interpretations of this phenomena exist in the literature along with different ad hoc expressions which attempt to smooth the cross section data to form a continuous function of effective LET [1, 2, 5, 7] . The actual problem, however, may be that the effective LET concept is inadequate to describe effects in small geometry devices.
Another factor which has not yet been quantitatively addressed is the influence of statistical variations in energy deposition on the shape of SEU curves. Results presented previously indicate that the magnitude of the fluctuations produced by heavy ions depositing energy in volumes of silicon representative of modem microelectronics is small compared to the overall width of the SEU curve [SI. However, this does not preclude the possibility that the fluctuations can impact the very quickly rising portion of the curve near the onset I threshold for upset.
In this paper, a general approach to describe " r e d heavy ion upset cross sections is presented. Section IIA discusses the stochastic effects of charge deposition by a single ion in a memory cell. This includes both the statistics of the energy deposition process and the distribution of path lengths the ion may take through the cell. Section IIB discusses the variability of the memory response to a single incident ion. This involves a new approach which incorporates both the dependence of the sensitive volume size on LET and the effect of cell-to-cell variations in SEU sensitivity due to processing.
The probabilistic description of both the charge deposition process and the memory response are written as functions of charge deposited in the memory cell in order to avoid ambiguities associated with the effective LET concept.
Section IIC then gives an exact expression for upset cross section. Section I11 presents results of the model applied to data for bipolar and CMOSlSOS SRAMs. Section IV then presents conclusions.
II. THE METHOD
For terminology purposes, it is important to draw a distinction between a volume associated with a memory cell and a sensitive volume. The memory cell volume (loosely called the "cell " here) is the maximum possible volume which is vulnerable to SEU and is approximately equal to the area under a transistor gate times a collection depth. A sensitive volume, in general, is less than or equal to the cell volume.
A. Stochastics of Charge Deposition
Since the deposition of charge by a single ion in a small volume is a stochastic process, it is properly described by a probability distribution. The development of the shape of the distribution for a monoenergetic ion beam is shown in a series of three steps in figure 1. The shape of a memory cell is assumed to be a rectangular parallelepiped with dimensions a and b in the plane of the figure, where b is the collection depth. As indicated in figure lA, the effective LET of an ion can be varied via angular rotations by an amount B in the plane. Note that the distribution of path lengths the ion may take through the rectangular parallelepiped reduces to a two dimensional problem for this situation. Figure 1A shows the path length probability density, p(P), as a function of the ion's path length in the cell, P, assuming the effective LET concept is valid. The probability density has the usual meaning that the quantity p(P)dP represents the probability that the ion's path length through the cell is belween P and P+dP. Within the effective LET concept, it is 1005% certain that every time an incident ion traverses a cell, the path length through the cell is blcod. Therefore, the probability density is given by the Dirac dqlta function R d l that the Dirac delta function is non-zero only when its argument is equal to zero.
However, it is clear that the effective LET concept is not valid for cells which have values of a approaching the collection depth. Furthermore, the influence of energy deposition fluctuations becomes increasingly significant as the memory cell is scaled to smaller dimensions. The following two subsections present modifications of equation (1) for these two effects.
Ion Path Length Distribution
As indicated in the left schematic of figure lB, in addition to traversing the maximum path length of blcod, an ion may take shorter paths ranging all the way down to zero.
Geometric considerations show that the path lengths P < blcod occut with equal probability. Therefore, the path length probability density can be drawn qualitatively as shown in figure lB, and equation (1) is modified to where k, and & axt constants.
The two constants are calculated from the following two conditions. First, normalization of the probability distribution requires that the integration of p(P) over all values of P gives unity. This results in
(3)
Note that the two terms on the left hand side of equation (3) represent the probability that P is less than b/cosB, and the probability that 0 equals b/msO, respectively. Geometric considerations show that the ratio of these two probabilities is Equations (3) and (4) can be used to determine the constants kl and Ai. Substituting the results into equations (2a) and (2b) gives Equations (5a) and (5b) give the distribution of ion path lengths through a rectangular parallelepiped oriented as in figure 1 for the situation of a broad beam of incident ions traveling parallel paths.
Energy Deposition Fluctwtions
As is indicated in figure lC, even if two ions of the same energy travel the same path length across the cell, the number of electron-hole pain which they create is variable. This is primarily due to collision statistics, i.e. energy-loss straggling. In this section, an approximate calculation of the effect of energy deposition fluctuations is presented and combined with the path length distribution developed in the previous section. The two components of the path length probability density shown in figure 1B (the P C blcod and the P = b/cod components) will be considered separately and the results will then be combined. Consider first the situation for path lengths less than blcod. Any broadening of this portion of the distribution due to energy deposition fluctuations is ignored because it is a comparatively small probability density and already relatively broad distribution.
Converting this portion of the distribution to a charge deposition probability density then simply amounts to a unit conversion.
where aE is the average charge deposited along a distance of blcos8, and pm is the charge deposition probability density.
The quantity pC&Q therefore represents the probability that an incident ion deposits charge between Q and Q + dQ in a memory cell. Combining equations (5a) and ( An expression for pG will be presented below. Next, equations (7) and (8) must be appropriately combined within each of the two ranges of deposited charge Q < & and Q 2 a,. The path lengths corresponding to equation (7) contribute only to the former range of charge values since the basic shape of this probability density is assumed to not be affected by the energy deposition fluctuations. On the other hand, the path length blcos8 indicated in equation (8) contributes to both ranges of deposited charge since the Gaussian distribution resulting from the energy deposition fluctuations extends into both regions. Equations (7) and (8) can therefore be combined into a more convenient form.
. The Gaussian probability density is given by where aff and sQcR are the average and the standard deviation, respectively, of the charge deposited by an incident ion which takes a path length of blcod through the cell. The value of can be calculated from the effective LET, Lett.
where Leff is the incident ion's LET divided by cos8 in units MeVhcleon in representative volume sizes. For higher energy ions incident on small geometry structures, it may also be necessBty to modify equations (12) and (13) to account for the fact that energy initially deposited in the cell can escape radially so that the ion's LET is effectively r e d u d . The basis of these last two equations is discussed in detail in reference 8.
In summary, equations (9) -(13) are used to calculate the charge deposition probability density. Figure 2 displays the results of example calculations of pm as a function of charge deposited in a memory cell of dimensions a = 3 pm and b = 0.55 pm. The two cases shown are for 140 MeV Kr ions having angles of incidence of 0 and 60 degrees. This corresponds to experimental measurements made on an SOS memory, and will be discussed in the section on results. Note that the main effects of the angle increase are to (1) increase the average charge deposited by a maximum path length traversal by a factor of l/cos8, (2) decrease the probability of a maximum path length traversal, and (3) introduce a probability of a less than maximum path length traversal which is continuous all the way down to zero deposited charge.
B. Memory Response Variability
Recent work has indicated that sometimes it is sufficient to assume that the shape of an upset cross section curve is the result of a probability distribution that applies to all memory cells [4, 6] . This is consistent with the mechanism of a sensitive volume size that depends on LET or deposited charge. Examples of such mechanisms can be non-uniform field effects, charge multiplication effects, parasitic bipolar effects and ranges of collection depths. The general idea is that the mechanism becomes effective in producing SEU over increasingly larger volumes of the memory cell as the incident ion's LET increases. On the other hand, it is sometimes necessary to account for the distribution of memory cell sensitivities to explain the shape of a cross section curve [3] . In a general description of the memory response, both of these aspects are likely to be inextricably tied together. Furthermore, the relative contribution of each aspect will be technology dependent. An approach to 8ccounf for both is given by the following.
Dependence of Sensitive Volume Size on Deposited Charge
In principle, the solution to this aspect of the overall problem is to calculate the shape of the sensitive volume and then the distribution of ion path lengths through the sensitive region. In practice, however, the exact shape of the sensitive volume may be difficult to obtain. Furthermore, ion path (chord) distributions are known only for very simple shapes such as rectangular parallelepipeds, spheres and hemispheres, so the exact response of a given bit to an incident ion may not be exactly calculable. In section IIA, an approach has been presented to allow the charge deposition probabilities in a rectangular parallelepiped to be obtained. It is now assumed that some fraction of this rectangular parallelepiped is vulnerable to upset when a given amount of charge, Q, is deposited by the incident ion. Thus, depositing charge Q in one portion of the cell volume may cause an upset while depositing the same quantity of charge in an identical manner in a different part of the cell volume may not.
An expression for the fraction of the vulnerable volume which is based on first principles cannot be given because of the complexity and the uncertainty of the underlying mechanisms involved. It is therefore desireable to use the simplest expression which can be incorporated into the model so that a variety of data can be adequately described. The probability, PKi, that the i" cell of the memory array responds by upsetting from deposition of charge Q is assumed tobe and Plzi = 0 for Q < Qqi. Here, Qqi is the critical charge of the i* bit, and fl and n are parameters to be determined from the experimental data. The simplifying assumption is made here that fl and n are independent of cell-tocell variations and hence do not depend on the index i. Note that fl determines the non-zero upset probability at Q = while n, to a large extent, determines the rate of increase of the sensitive volume with increasing Q. Examples of the shape of this response probability per bit are shown in figure 3 
Distribution of Critical Charges
The measured upset cross section is, of course, the average response of an array of cells. In order to Bccoullf Combining equations (14) and (15), and replacing the sum over the index i with an integral over the critical charge distribution, where pw is the normalized probability density of critical charges in the memory array. PR therefore represents the average probability that a memory cell upsets when charge Q is deposited in it by an incident ion.
It is interesting to note the interplay of the two basic contributions to the memory response, PR, given by equation (16). First, consider the situation where the probability density of critical c k g e s is a sharp, narrow distribution about the average value, &. Then equation (16) reduces to so that the response probability is determined by the increase of the sensitive volume size with increasing deposited charge. Equation (17) is a probability distribution that applies to all cells, and does not depend on cell-to-cell variations in sensitivity.
On the other hand, consider the situation where the critical charge distribution is very broad, so that by comparison the decrease of the factor lexp[-@(Q/ec)9 from unity to Er0 is very rapid with increasing Q,. If this factor is approximated by unity for Q, less than some value Ql, and zero for Q, greater than Ql, then equation (16) reduces to
The response probability is then essentially the integral form of the distribution of critical charges.
Therefore, equation (16) represents a reasonable approach to account for the dependence of the sensitive volume size on deposited charge as well as the distribution of critical charges which result from processing variations across the memory.
C. Expression for Upset Cross Section
The expression for the upset cross section, U, can now be written. It is given by where U, is the saturated cross section, p&Q is the probability of depositing charge between Q and Q + dQ in the memory cell and PR is the average probability the memory cell upsets when charge Q is deposited in it. Expressions for the two probability distributions in equation (19) have been given in sections IIA and IIB, respectively.
ID. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a first test of this model, two well characterized memories with significantly different upset cross section characteristics were selected for study -the 93L422 bipolar SRAM tested by Nichols, et al. [9] and the TCS130S CMOS/SOS SRAM tested by Kolasinski, et al. [lo] . The data are shown by the points in figure 4 . The bipolar memory is significantly more SEU vulnerable and displays a saturated cross section of 2.5 x lo5 cm2 per bit. The collection depth, b, which includes contributions due to diffusion and funneling, is 2 pm [ 11. The cross sections were measured using five different normally incident ions so the a dimension need not be known. On the other hand, the CMOS/SOS measurements were performed with a single ion at seven different angles of incidence ranging from 0 to 70 degrees. Since the cross section has not yet saturated at an effective LET near 120 MeV-cm2/mg, the saturated value is taken as 1.2 x lo-' cm2 per bit, which is the effective gate area after processing [ 10,111. The lateral dimensions of the gate are 4 pm x 3 pm. Since it is not clear which value to assign the a dimension, both cases were tried and only minor differences resulted. The calculations presented here use an a value of 3 pm. The Using the above information, pco can be calculated for each ion and angle of incidence as described in section IIA. Since the various cross section values, U, are measured quantities, equation (19) can now be used to determine the function PR which represents the response of the "~r y to deposited charge Q. Since PR represents the basic response of the memory, it can then be used in any radiation environment.
In this context, the exact functional form of PR does not matter as long as equation (19) is consistent with the measured cross section curve. However, as discussed previously, equation (16) will be used for the response function because it may give some additional insight to the upset mechanism.
The disadvantage of using equation (16) for this purpose is that the probability density distribution of critical charges across the memory, p-, must be known. In general, the calculation of this distribution can be quite complex. However, for some memories the critical charge distribution may be similar to the transistor threshold voltage distribution, which is almost always measured during the fabrication process. Studies have shown that the variation in transistor threshold voltages across a single die is usually controlled by the microscopic variation in the threshold adjust implant [12] . Since the average number of implanted ions per transistor is rather large (on the order of loo0 [12] ), the threshold voltage distribution is expected to be approximately Gaussian. Thus, in the following calculation, the critical charge probability density is taken as where s% and e7 are the standard deviation and average critical charge of the memory. Again, assuming the transistor threshold voltage distribution approximates the critic$ charge distribution, the quantity % is estimated to be .OlQ, for the SOS memory and . 0 0 2 a for the the bipolar memory. Combining equations (16) and (22) then expresses PR in terms of three unknown parameters -Q,, /3 and n. These are used as fitting parameters in the following procedure.
Recall that for a given cross section curve, the charge deposition probability density, pa, has been evaluated for each data point. The response probability, PR, was then determined for the entire cross section curve by numerically evaluating equation-( 19) for each cross section using a given set of parameters a, 0 and n. The measured cross section values were then compared to the calculated values, and the procedure repeated using a different set of parameters until a best fit to the cross section data was obtained. Results of the model calculations are shown by the solid lines in figure 4 .
It is seen that the calculations are in very good agreement with the data, using the p-eters indicated in the figure.
Furthermore, the values of Q, obtained with this procedure are consistent with those reported in the literature [l] .
The response functions, PR, can then be calculated as a function of deposited charge using equations (16) and (20) along with the fitted parameters. The results are shown in figure 5 . Note that the upset probability is .uniquely determined from a given deposited charge. However, the same is not true for the commonly used concept of effective LET because a given effective LET can deposit a range of charge values, as illustrated in figure 2 . It therefore stands to reason that the method presented here represents an improvement over the standard characterization of a memory response to irradiation. This method therefore has potential use in predicting SEU vulnerability in other radiation environments such as space. Response probabilities for two memories, calculated from the experimental "ents made by Nichols [9] and Kolasinski [lo] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A general expression for SEU cross section has been developed for the situation of a unidirectional, monoenergetic ion beam. The expression incorporates both the stochastics of the energy deposition process and the variability of the response of an array of memory cells. The energy deposition stochastics result from the distribution of path lengths the ion may take through a memory cell and the statistics of the charge production process. The variability in the memory response results from the dependence of the sensitive volume size on deposited charge and on cell-tocell variations due to processing. Thus, the shape of a measured upset cross section curve is the result of the complex interplay of a number of physical processes whose relative contributions vary with experimental conditions, memory technology and processing. A procedure has been given to allow the separation of the basic memory response from the stochastics of the energy deposition process using heavy ion SEU measurements. This calculated response, two examples of which are shown in figure 5 , can then be used to predict the SEU vulnerability in any radiation environment.
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